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Congress enacted the Natural Gas Act of 1938 ("NGA") to regulate natural gas facilities, prices, and exports, and to protect interstate gas consumers from exploitation by natural gas companies. The NGA states clearly Congress’ intent that “the business of transporting and selling natural gas for ultimate distribution to the public is affected with a public interest, and that Federal regulation in matters relating to the transportation of natural gas and the sale thereof in interstate and foreign commerce is necessary in the public interest.”

The NGA prohibits any person from importing or exporting natural gas to any foreign country “without first having secured an order of the Commission authorizing it to do so.” Consistent with Congress’ recognition of the need to protect the public, the Department of Energy (“DOE”) must first conduct a public interest review before authorizing gas exports to non-free trade agreement (“non-FTA”) countries. DOE can issue export authorizations “unless, after opportunity for hearing, it finds that the proposed exportation or importation will not be consistent with the public interest.” Although the NGA does not define the public interest, it grants the agency broad powers to approve, modify, condition, or deny exports as “necessary or appropriate.”

In January, the Biden administration announced a temporary pause on pending export authorizations of liquefied natural gas (“LNG”) to non-FTA nations to allow DOE time to update the economic and environmental analyses used to review applications and make the required public interest determinations. As noted in the announcement: “The current economic and environmental analyses DOE uses to underpin its LNG export authorizations are roughly five years old and no longer adequately account for considerations like potential energy cost increases for American consumers and manufacturers beyond current authorizations or the latest
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assessment of the impact of greenhouse gas emissions.” The White House also cited the need for better understanding the market need for LNG, the impacts of methane emissions on the planet, and the risks to frontline communities who frequently bear the burden of pollution from export facilities.

This white paper provides a baseline set of criteria that DOE must consider in updating the current studies and developing new analyses of topics like environmental justice impacts to ensure that the agency adequately fulfills its statutory obligation to consider the public interest. Furthermore, after DOE completes its review of environmental, economic, and community impacts, we encourage the agency to develop guidance that further informs its public interest evaluations and incorporates all criteria described herein.

Often, communities are left to fight powerful polluting industries on their own when the law mandates that the federal government protect the public’s interest. A complete public interest review must consider, among other things, the full scope of environmental factors and impacts of exportation on communities throughout the entire supply chain to be truly protective of those communities. Thus, this decision-making process and its associated studies must consider the whole project, including the life cycle and end use of the LNG as well as the construction and operational impacts of all its components, such as storage facilities, petrochemical plants, export terminals, and carbon capture projects attached thereto. When considering permits for the export of LNG to non-FTA nations, DOE must also consider all aspects of their contribution to climate change, environmental injustice, species extinction, consumer protection, and all other resulting harms to the public interest.

To determine whether exports are in the public interest, DOE should, at minimum, (1) utilize the latest and best available science from non-biased experts, (2) consider various factors affecting the public interest, as described within this report, and (3) develop a meaningful engagement process to garner feedback from communities likely to be impacted by proposed exports to determine the public’s receptivity and ways the communities will likely be affected.

The following paragraphs include information on factors affecting the public interest that DOE should consider when evaluating non-FTA export licenses, as well as a public engagement section with recommendations on how DOE should involve the public when conducting public
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interest determinations. The factors included in this report are: (1) global emissions and climate change; (2) public health; (3) environmental justice; (4) species extinction and biodiversity loss; (5) national security; (6) local and national economic impacts; and (7) the global energy transition. This is not an exhaustive list, but a baseline set of concerns developed in deep consultation with impacted stakeholders that must be considered by DOE.


As stated by the Third National Climate Assessment: “observations unequivocally show that climate is changing and that the warming of the past 50 years is primarily due to human-induced emissions of heat-trapping gases. These emissions come mainly from burning coal, oil, and gas.” Proponents often claim that LNG exports are beneficial for the climate because LNG can substitute for and offset the use of higher-carbon fuels abroad, including coal, but new research indicates that LNG may be worse for the climate over its life cycle than domestically-produced coal, further proving that gas cannot be used as a “bridge fuel” to a more sustainable fuel system. Even assuming some substitution effects, the science is clear: expanded LNG export and use is fundamentally inconsistent with international climate targets and domestic GHG reduction targets.

Moreover, the substitution effect is likely overstated. Data suggests that in part due to the high price of LNG relative to coal in China, LNG is not meaningfully replacing coal in that country. Similarly, LNG exports are not significantly reducing coal use in Europe, the recipient of most recent U.S. LNG exports. While coal consumption is declining in the European Union, so also is overall gas consumption due to expansion of renewable energy and other factors. Demand for LNG in Europe has likely peaked and is expected to continue to decline as the EU pursues its own decarbonization goals.

The greenhouse gas emissions from the extraction, transport, liquefaction, overseas tanker transport, and regasification—during which even more carbon dioxide and methane are emitted—are nearly equal to the emissions produced from the actual burning of the gas, effectively doubling the climate impact of each unit of energy created from gas transported
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overseas. One review of DOE and other data found that if all proposed LNG projects are approved, the combined GHGs associated with U.S.-produced LNG could exceed that of 1000 coal fired power plants. Even a 0.2 percent methane leakage from gas infrastructure, which is likely a significant underestimate, puts the climate risk from LNG on par with coal.

The United States is the world’s largest oil and gas producer, and a dominant driver of global fossil fuel expansion. North America is responsible cumulatively for 23% of global carbon dioxide emissions from 1850 to 2019 and leads the world in net emissions per capita. The climate emergency, caused primarily by fossil fuels, poses an existential threat to every aspect of society. From the spread of disease, to destabilizing food and water security and the unraveling of natural ecosystems, the climate crisis is already killing people across the nation and world and is costing the U.S. economy billions in damages every year.

The social costs of greenhouse gas emissions related to LNG exports must be considered. The Institute for Policy Integrity compared the climate costs and macroeconomic benefits using DOE’s published studies and found that the gross climate costs of LNG export exceed economic benefits by a factor of 1.93 to 18.85, with a central cost-to-benefit ratio of 9.61 (assuming no downstream use of carbon sequestration). In other words, for every scenario evaluated, the analysis found that climate costs exceeded economic benefits. As the study concluded: “our findings provide a potential basis for DOE to rationally conclude that future export applications do not serve the public interest. At a minimum, our analysis supports DOE’s efforts to more closely scrutinize export applications and provides important data points for the agency’s consideration.”

Additionally, DOE should consider emerging U.S. and international policy goals for addressing climate change before approving more LNG exports. In 2015, the nations of the world recognized that limiting warming to 1.5°C is necessary to avoid catastrophic and irreversible changes to ecosystems and communities and agreed to use best efforts to implement measures to achieve that goal in the Paris Agreement to the United Nations Framework
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Convention on Climate Change ("Paris Agreement"). In 2021, President Biden issued Executive Order 14,008 declaring: “It is the policy of my Administration that climate considerations shall be an essential element of United States foreign policy and national security.” Later that year, President Biden announced a new target for the U.S. of a 50-52 percent reduction from 2005 greenhouse gas levels by 2030 and net-zero emissions by 2050. More recently at COP28, countries including the U.S. committed to “transition away from fossil fuels.”

At the same time, the total annual emissions from 17 major fossil fuel projects approved by the Biden administration (1,642 million metric tons CO2e per year) greatly exceed the annual domestic emissions reductions projected to result from the Inflation Reduction Act and other climate policy (879 million metric tons CO2e per year) in 2030 as modeled by the U.S. Absent major shifts in policy, U.S. production of both oil and gas is projected to increase more than twice as much as any other country by 2030. Decisions by the United States to produce and export even more LNG would undermine the Biden administration’s stated policy priorities and the nation’s commitment to the COP 28 and Paris agreements. As a global leader, the U.S. failing to meet its climate commitments sends the wrong message to other nations and severely decreases the likelihood of meeting global emission reduction targets.

Scientists have overwhelmingly concluded that without limits on fossil fuel production and deep and rapid emissions reductions, warming will exceed 1.5°C and will result in catastrophic damage throughout the country and the world. The continued operation of existing
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fossil fuel infrastructure alone will produce warming in excess of 1.5°C, requiring that some existing facilities be retired early. There is simply no room in the carbon budget for new or expanded fossil fuel production and exports. DOE’s public interest determination must account for the growing evidence of climate harms stemming from fossil fuel production and export, and it should reflect U.S. commitments to begin a transition away from such fuel sources. DOE should not approve a project if doing so jeopardizes national and global climate commitments.


DOE must also meaningfully review and account for the cumulative impacts of the natural gas industry on communities in the United States and abroad. Natural gas poses significant public health burdens and contributes heavily to the health emergency created by climate change. In particular, LNG poses unique and immediate risks to public health through explosions, air pollution, water pollution, noise, and mental health impacts. Overall, according to a Harvard analysis, the estimated financial burden of natural gas health impacts ranged from $130 to $170 billion in 2018. The American Public Health Association has stated that a rapid transition away from fossil fuels is necessary to save lives and advance health equity. Air pollution from U.S. oil and natural gas production causes roughly $77 billion in health impacts nationwide every year. The construction and operation of LNG export facilities pollute air and endanger groundwater and surface water. LNG exports rely on the construction and operation of onshore and offshore infrastructure such as terminals, pipelines, and deepwater ports all of which are major sources of air pollutants that affect the health of people living in nearby communities and contribute to regional air pollution problems. Mobile and stationary emission sources associated with the onshore and offshore operation of export facilities include
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onshore terminals, pipelines, trucks, marine vessels, locomotives, cargo handling equipment, refineries, and storage facilities.\textsuperscript{40}

LNG exporters utilize venting and flaring to release or burn away excess natural gas emitting harmful pollutants into the atmosphere worsening air quality.\textsuperscript{41} Even worse, these emissions are largely underreported.\textsuperscript{42} The major air pollutants emitted by LNG export activities that can affect human health include diesel exhaust, particulate matter, nitrogen oxides, sulfur oxides, ozone, carbon monoxide, heavy metals like mercury, dioxins, and volatile organic compounds.\textsuperscript{43} Exposure to these pollutants can irritate skin, eyes, nose, and lungs and cause headaches, coughing, dizziness, lung disease, asthma, and other respiratory illnesses.\textsuperscript{44} Furthermore, exposure by pregnant women can lead to heart disease, cancer, damage to the internal organs, heart attacks, and premature death.\textsuperscript{45} Long term exposure can lead to heart disease, cancer, damage to the internal organs, heart attacks, and premature death.\textsuperscript{46} Children are disproportionately harmed because they tend to spend more time outdoors than adults, leading to greater opportunity for exposure.

Flaring has caused an estimated $7.4 billion in health impacts and 710 premature deaths annually in the United States.\textsuperscript{47} When approving exports at a new facility, DOE should also assess likely amount of real-world flaring that often occurs at existing sites, despite efforts to regulate the practice. These harms are not limited to communities near where oil and gas is produced. Studies have found that densely populated cities, with little to no oil and gas drilling, are also experiencing elevated levels of asthma from oil and gas.\textsuperscript{48}

LNG liquefaction plants and export terminals require years of disruptive, noisy construction followed by a lifetime of uncertainty over the long-term health and safety impacts of the facility causing an increase in stress, anxiety, and depression.\textsuperscript{49} Furthermore, noise pollution caused by trucks and other vessels as well as large banks of light used at onshore port
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and transport facilities that shine on adjacent residential properties impact human health and welfare of the people in neighboring communities.\(^{50}\)

When evaluating the air, water, and noise pollution concerns of proposed exports as it relates to the public interest, DOE must review baseline air, water, and sound quality data at the location where the export facility is located and the cumulative impact of additional exports. Additionally, DOE must analyze specifically the resulting impacts of pollution on children, elderly, and other vulnerable populations and the number of people likely to experience negative health impacts based on the accumulation of pollution in a community. It must consider the proximity of these facilities to communities and the potential to exacerbate already existing health impacts to overburdened frontline communities. For example, there are currently seven proposed or permitted LNG export terminals in Southwest Louisiana in the Cameron Parish and Calcasieu Parish region. These areas are already out of compliance with EPA’s National Ambient Air Quality Standards, significantly overburdened with pollution, and face elevated cancer risks from air toxins. Further approval of exports in this area risks making this dangerous air quality worse.

Although DOE’s decision to grant an export permit is separate from decisions by FERC and other federal agencies to permit construction of facilities, they are often inextricably linked. While DOE has delegated facility specific approvals to FERC, and that agency must specifically account for the impacts of those facilities, DOE must consider the industry’s cumulative impacts and can only approve new exports with the public interest in mind. Export approval is often the lynchpin of new project viability, thus DOE’s public interest determination for LNG exports should clearly explain whether the benefits of the entire project outweigh the potentially significant harms it poses to communities and natural resources.

3. **Environmental Justice: The export of LNG and the fossil fuel economy promote injustice.**

DOE has stated that it will study the environmental justice implications of LNG export decisions during the current pause on export authorizations. Not only must DOE study and account for environmental justice impacts generally, but it should develop a robust and meaningful process, as described further below, for engaging affected communities to fully understand localized impacts that may be unappreciated or undervalued in DOE’s global screens.

All of the aforementioned public health harms caused by LNG exports and its associated infrastructure disproportionately harm Black, Brown, Indigenous, and low-income communities, and perpetuate the systemic racism and energy violence entrenched in the nation’s fossil fuel energy system.\(^{51}\) For example, Black people in the U.S. have 1.54 times the exposure to
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particulate matter compared to the overall population, while populations of color have 1.28 times higher burden than the general population.

Export projects are very often concentrated in and directly harm communities of color and low-income communities that are already overburdened with water restrictions, air and water pollution, depression of property values, destruction of natural resources including the conversion of wetlands and disproportionately high health risks including premature mortality, heart and lung disease, increased cancer risk and respiratory symptoms, as well as other impacts. The onshore infrastructure that support export facilities, such as onshore terminals and pipelines, and the induced oil and gas production, have been shown to be disproportionately sited in communities of color and low-income communities. For example, African Americans are 31.9% of the Louisiana population but comprise 71.7% of residents surrounding Plaquemines LNG. The populations surrounding four of the seven LNG export facilities in Texas are 85.7% Hispanic while comprising 40% of the state population. DOE must consider how new and increased export authorizations will expand the life of an export terminal, and the effect that has long-term on a community’s air quality, water quality, water quantity, housing prices, and ecology. In doing so, DOE’s environmental justice analysis should incorporate the analytical model that the Environmental Protection Agency articulated in its Technical Guidance for Assessing Environmental Justice in Regulatory Analysis and apply it to a wholesale analysis of LNG exports impacts on environmental justice communities.

LNG exports are also contributing to the displacement of communities. Fossil-fueled climate disasters leading to dwindling water supplies, chaotic insurance markets, and land loss
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due to sea level rise are compelling more people to move elsewhere.\(^59\) For example, from 2021 to 2022, four of the ten counties in the United States with the largest population loss were on the Louisiana coast near export terminals, with decreases of 5.1% in St. John the Baptist Parish, 3.9% in Terrebonne Parish, 3.3% in Plaquemines Parish, and 2.7% in St. Charles Parish.\(^60\) The oil and gas industry’s direct and indirect impacts have caused significant chemical, biological, and physical damage to the Louisiana coastal environment. The impact of these changes on the livelihoods, infrastructure, economy, culture, and ecosystem goods and services of coastal Louisiana have been well documented.\(^61\)

As an example, the increased vessel traffic from LNG exports impacts riverbanks, increases coastal erosion and wetland conversion, and harms local fisheries that communities depend upon. While sponsors of new industrial projects often claim they will bring valuable jobs to impoverished communities, due to tax abatements and other industry schemes, local community members often experience a different reality.\(^62\) Onshore and offshore LNG export structures risk hundreds of spills over their lifetime, endanger communities and property rights, and jeopardize tourism and fishing industries that depend on thriving coastal and ocean environments affecting multiple key industries and resources that local communities depend on. People are moving because they have lost their homes, businesses, jobs, or their entire town due to the direct impacts of export industries and fossil fuel-induced climate change. The costs of these forced evictions are broad culturally and economically.

Tribal nations that have inhabited communities for generations particularly face loss of history, culture, and tradition unique to their land.\(^63\) The environmental harms caused by LNG exports and associated infrastructure in communities in Louisiana and Texas have infringed upon tribal nations’ cultural identities including their ability to live off the land and their rights to maintain their ancestral homelands. Even worse, there is no federal relocation institutional framework to help communities relocate in a way that protects human rights and combats the generations of harm to Indigenous peoples.
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Currently, DOE’s net economic benefit analysis ignores the negative economic, social, and public health impacts involuntarily imposed on environmental justice communities. LNG export facilities pose significant cultural, economic, and environmental harms as well as disproportionate health and safety concerns that should be evaluated and considered when determining whether an LNG export authorization is in the public interest. As President Biden declared in Executive Order 14008, “[w]e must deliver environmental justice in communities all across America,” and he directed agencies to “make achieving environmental justice part of their missions.”64 Part of that action requires that DOE recognize and evaluate LNG’s impacts to communities’ quality of life including but not limited to public health, economic advancement, housing, and career opportunities. The current net economic analysis ignores the loss of tax revenue from LNG tax breaks and the reality of the promised economic growth for communities. When evaluating the public interest, DOE must not take for granted project sponsors’ projected economic impact but assess their track record and willingness to be held accountable for building wealth in a community.

Environmental justice requires ALL people to be fully protected from disproportionate and adverse human health and environmental effects (including risks) and hazards, including those related to climate change, the cumulative impacts of environmental and other burdens like forced migration. It also requires equitable access to a healthy, sustainable, and resilient environment in which to live, play, work, learn, grow, worship, and engage in cultural and subsistence practices. DOE’s public interest determination must heavily weigh these paramount concerns. The authorization of new LNG non-FTA export licenses can undermine the overwhelming public interest in preventing and redressing environmental racism and promoting environmental justice. Thus, DOE must not only consider the impacts acknowledged herein but engage with impacted communities to assess and understand the environmental justice impacts of existing and proposed LNG exports.

We also encourage DOE to require companies seeking export authorizations to disclose certificates of insurance as a requirement of the process to determine whether the requested exports are consistent with the public interest. Many LNG exporting companies do not carry sufficient insurance to cover catastrophic risks associated with exporting LNG which leaves communities already overburdened with the potential threats of these facilities increasingly vulnerable. Local communities will be the most impacted by explosions, spills, and other safety events occurring at LNG export terminals and their attached facilities. Insurance companies are enabling and profiting from the LNG buildout through underwriting, investing, and financing of each facility, yet they are not required to disclose which facilities they are backing, leaving the public in the dark. Even worse, when the communities burdened by this infrastructure experience safety incidents and weather events, survivors struggle with the aftershocks for years while insurance companies raise rates or pull out of markets entirely.65 DOE should provide additional safeguards to ensure communities will not bear the brunt of LNG disasters. Requiring companies
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to publicly release the names and types of insurance they retain is essential information needed for local communities and to satisfy the public interest.

The DOE public interest assessment should also include corporate suitability standards for export applicants. For example, Public Citizen’s protest of Energy Transfer’s Lake Charles LNG application was a case of “first impression” because it is the “first instance that a corporation with a criminal record” sought permission to export LNG.\textsuperscript{66} DOE must develop explicit standards denying applicants with criminal convictions or a history of compliance issues and compel applicants to disclose all adjudications and adverse final actions taken by an ultimate trier of fact, such as court decisions and administrative hearings at the state or federal level.

Additionally, DOE should assess an applicant’s emergency response plans, and the care the company has taken to prepare nearby communities. Many community members living near LNG export terminals report being unaware of how to protect themselves and their families in the case of an emergency. Emergency preparedness is accomplished with continued work over the course of an export terminal’s existence. When Freeport LNG exploded, residents were not notified of the explosion despite plans to text nearby residents in the case of an emergency. This example illustrates why project sponsors must demonstrate a commitment to long-term maintenance and refinement of emergency preparedness plans and actions.

\section{Biodiversity: LNG contributes to species extinction and biodiversity loss.}

LNG exports have many negative impacts on marine life and the critical habitat of endangered species. Construction and operation of these facilities adversely impact protected species through noise pollution, discharge of toxic chemicals, and physical habitat disturbance/alteration. LNG onshore infrastructure causes habitat destruction and conversion through dredging and filling shoreline habitat and shoreline stabilization and hardening.\textsuperscript{67} Once operational, LNG facilities also impact habitat, water quality and species behavior through the discharge of seawater, debris and contaminants.\textsuperscript{68} Export facilities can also negatively impact fish eggs and larvae posing significant threats to species survival, behavior and physiology.\textsuperscript{69} Additionally, waste from ships and other port activities can result in loss or degradation of habitat areas and harm to marine life. Ships and other vessels also disturb, run over, injure, and kill a variety of marine animals. Marine animals can also be taken into ships and then transported to new habitats where they may become invasive species and introduce new diseases.\textsuperscript{70} When analyzing the full lifecycle of LNG, the ecological impacts become starker. Some LNG will be turned into plastic products which have their own impacts on biodiversity, particularly marine life.\textsuperscript{71}
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\item \textsuperscript{71} Nat. Res. Def. Council, \textit{Liquefied Natural Gas 101} (Feb 9, 2024), \url{https://www.nrdc.org/stories/liquefied-natural-gas-101#whatis}.
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Offshore export facilities can also have additional impacts on the nearshore environment. The construction of pipelines linking to onshore LNG plants can lead to habitat destruction and conversion, suspension of sediments including contaminated sediments, and alteration of sediment movement and water flows around pipes.\textsuperscript{72} Biocides like copper and aluminum compounds are used to coat pipeline surfaces to prevent the growth of marine organisms.\textsuperscript{73} These compounds can leach into surrounding waters and accumulate in substrates, potentially exposing organisms living or feeding on the bottom to toxins.\textsuperscript{74} The export of LNG also creates the significant risk of oil spills and brine spills which can kill wildlife and cause devastating effects over large areas. For many species, the harms from the fossil fuel-based energy system have led to mortality, changes in behavior, population declines, disruptions to community composition, and loss of ecosystem function.

On a larger scale, climate change is causing widespread harm to life across the planet, disrupting species’ distribution, timing of breeding and migration, physiology, vital rates, and genetics—in addition to increasing species extinction risk.\textsuperscript{75} Climate change is already affecting 82% of key ecological processes that underpin ecosystem function and support basic human needs.\textsuperscript{76} One million animal and plant species are now threatened with extinction, with fossil fuel caused climate change as a primary driver.\textsuperscript{77} This threat will only accelerate with continued greenhouse gas pollution and temperature rise. At 2°C compared with 1.5°C of temperature rise, the number of vertebrate and plant species losing more than half their range would double, and the number of invertebrate species losing over half their range would triple.\textsuperscript{78} Meanwhile, according to the IPCC Climate Change 2022: Impacts, Adaptation and Vulnerability report, at 2°C, the proportion of terrestrial and freshwater species at very high risk of extinction could reach 18% while at 1.5°C it could reach 14%.\textsuperscript{79} Numerous studies have projected catastrophic species losses during this century if climate change continues unabated: 15 to 37% of the world’s plants and animals committed to extinction by 2050 under a mid-level emissions scenario;\textsuperscript{80} the potential extinction of 10 to 14% of species by 2100;\textsuperscript{81} global extinction of 5% of species with 2°C of warming and 16% of species with business-as-usual warming;\textsuperscript{82} the loss of more than half of the present climatic range for 58% of plants and 35% of animals by the 2080s under the
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current emissions pathway, in a sample of 48,786 species; and the loss of a third or more of animals and plant species in the next 50 years.

The current U.S. energy system based on fossil fuel extraction and use is fundamentally damaging to wildlife. Fossil fuel production, transmission, generation, and waste disposal activities cause a wide array of harms to species and ecosystems, such as destroying and fragmenting wildlife habitat, reducing water supplies often in water-stressed areas, causing air, noise, and light pollution, contaminating surface and ground water, and facilitating the spread of ecologically disruptive invasive species, with similar harms in the offshore marine environment. Scientists have called for a rapid transformation of our energy system away from fossil fuels to avoid a mass extinction event.

DOE’s public interest determination must consider the effect of LNG export approvals on the nation’s biodiversity heritage. Although the Endangered Species Act requires all federal agencies to “insure that any action authorized, funded, or carried out” is “not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of any endangered species or threatened species or result in the destruction or adverse modification” of a species critical habitat, DOE’s obligation is not limited to formal Section 7 consultation with the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service. The ESA also requires DOE to affirmatively promote the conservation of listed species. At a minimum, DOE’s public interest determination should recognize and weigh the impacts to listed species, their habitat, and their chances of recovery.

5. National Security: The continued export and use of LNG are a threat to key economic sectors and national security.

LNG exports and its contributions to climate change pose significant national security concerns. LNG is a volatile and potentially explosive material; a full LNG tanker carries the energy equivalent of 55 atomic bombs, making it a potential target for terrorist attacks. In U.S. coastal regions, rising sea levels, higher storm surge, and increased erosion could damage or

83 Rachel Warren et al., Quantifying the Benefit of Early Climate Change Mitigation in Avoiding Biodiversity Loss, 3 Nature Climate Change 678 (2013).
84 Cristian Román-Palacios & J.J. Wiens, Recent Responses to Climate Change Reveal the Drivers of Species Extinction and Survival, 117 PNAS 4211 (2020).
90 PSR Report, supra note 43 at 8.
destroy critical infrastructure. Sea level rise and higher storm surge in coastal regions increases the risk of major coastal impacts on transportation infrastructure, including flooding of airports, ports and harbors, roads, rail lines, tunnels, and bridges.\textsuperscript{91} In Western states, higher temperatures and more frequent or severe heat waves could buckle railways, damage roads, and strain power systems.\textsuperscript{92} Furthermore, climate change caused primarily by oil and gas activities also affects “key economic sectors” such as agriculture and water which has profound effects on food security and threatens overall economic stability.\textsuperscript{93} The Department of Defense (“DOD”) has elevated climate change as a national security priority.\textsuperscript{94}

Climate change is an urgent and growing threat to our national security contributing to increased natural disasters, refugee flows, and conflicts over basic resources like food and water. The present-day effects of climate change are being felt from the Arctic to the Midwest. Increased sea levels and storm surges threaten coastal regions, infrastructure, and property. In turn, the global economy suffers, compounding the growing costs of preparing and restoring infrastructure.\textsuperscript{95}

The pressures caused by climate change are felt globally and will influence resource competition and aggravate stressors abroad such as poverty, environmental degradation, political instability, and social tensions which are conditions that can enable terrorist activity and violence.\textsuperscript{96} As Assistant Secretary of the United States Army Rachel Jacobson stated, “climate change is a threat to global peace and security” urging that this growing threat poses a need to act now.\textsuperscript{97}

In addition to considering the national security implications of accelerating climate change with expanded LNG exports, DOE must also take a hard look at our country’s current export capacity and the demand of our allies for LNG imports into the future. The Institute for Energy Economics and Financial Analysis (“IEEFA”) predicts that Europe’s demand for LNG will peak by 2025,\textsuperscript{98} years before currently approved export authorizations will expire. Additionally, Europe’s demand has fallen over the past year despite Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.\textsuperscript{99} The demand for LNG has already declined\textsuperscript{100} and is expected to continue to trend
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downward calling into question the need for new export authorizations or increased capacity at existing export terminals. IEFFA found European gas demand is expected to fall further by 2030, noting that LNG export capacity in 2030 will be 76 percent higher than Europe’s forecasted demand.101

6. Local and National Economic Impacts: LNG exports disrupt domestic energy markets exposing consumers to higher price burdens.

As numerous studies have now shown, expanded LNG exports lead to higher energy prices for domestic consumers.102 Yet, DOE has never actually examined the distributional impacts of LNG exports on families at different incomes and geographies and provides no assessment of the impact exports have on energy burdens of communities of color. Nor has DOE (or FERC) properly evaluated the winter 2021-2022 gas price impacts in the LNG context, even though FERC concluded that LNG exports were the “primary” source of gas price increases in 2021-2022.103 These price increases harm both households and industrial energy consumers not only in increased power and heat bills, but also knock-on effects like dangerous utility shutoffs and cyclical poverty for low-income families and communities of color.104 Given that a primary purpose of the Natural Gas Act’s “public interest determination” is “to protect consumers against exploitation at the hands of natural gas companies,”105 DOE should conduct a distributional analysis to determine how LNG exports may disproportionally harm lower-income families through higher energy burdens.

In response to Europe’s invasion of Ukraine, the U.S. announced a plan to reduce Europe’s reliance on Russian oil and gas which included an increase in LNG exports to support Europe’s energy needs.106 U.S. total spending on natural gas soared to $269 billion in 2022, up from $150 billion in 2019, the last “normal” year before COVID-19 and Russia roiled U.S. gas

---

102 See, e.g., U.S. Energy Info. Admin. (“U.S. EIA”), AEO2023 Issues in Focus: Effects of Liquefied Natural Gas Exports on the U.S. Natural Gas Market (May 2023), https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/aeo/JIF_LNG/pdf/LNG_Issue_in_Focus.pdf (“[H]igher LNG exports create a tighter domestic natural gas market (all else held equal), increasing domestic natural gas prices.”); U.S. EIA, Winter Fuels Outlook (Oct. 2021) at 1, https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/steo/special/winter2021_Winter_Fuels.pdf (noting that under the current-policy scenario, which includes a 28% increase in global LNG between 2022 and 2030, U.S. natural gas prices are expected to be 67% higher ($4.00 per MMBtu) when compared to the net-zero scenario, which includes a 6% increase in global LNG between 2022 and 2030, ($2.40 per MMBtu) by 2030); Clark Williams-Derry, Gas Exports Cost U.S. Consumers More Than $100 Billion Over 16-month period, IEEFA (Jan. 29, 2024), https://ieefa.org/resources/gas-exports-cost-us-consumers-more-100-billion-over-16-month-period.
markets.\footnote{IEEFA, \textit{Gas Exports Cost U.S. Consumers More Than $100 Billion Over 16-month Period} (January 2024), \url{https://ieefa.org/resources/gas-exports-cost-us-consumers-more-100-billion-over-16-month-period} [hereinafter “IEEFA Report”].} Surging exports triggered a surge in U.S. gas prices.\footnote{U.S. EIA, \textit{Effects of Liquefied Natural Gas Exports on the U.S. Natural Gas Market}, at 7, \url{www.eia.gov/outlooks/aeo/IIF_LNG/}.} The increased exports in the past years shortchanged U.S. supplies, dropped stockpiles to multi-year lows, and rocketed wholesale gas prices to their highest levels in more than a decade.\footnote{IEEFA Report, \textit{supra} note 107.}

While DOE and numerous LNG export applicants have cited the need for U.S. LNG exports to provide energy security for our European allies, the crisis in the Ukraine has also provided opportunities for the natural gas industry and financial traders to engage in price-gouging. Most U.S. LNG exports are controlled by so-called “portfolio traders,” which include Big Oil (Shell, BP, Conoco, Exxon, etc.) and the commodity trading houses (Gunvor, Trafigura, Mercuria, etc.). Their business model is to take relatively inexpensive U.S. LNG and resell it to third parties at a significant markup, exploiting the arbitrage between different global price indices to engage in price-gouging. This price-gouging results in record profits for the portfolio traders, at the expense of global energy security for our allies. According to some reports, energy traders are making as much as $200 million in net profit per LNG shipment to Europe, well above expected market rates.\footnote{Harry Robertson, \textit{Energy Traders Are Making a Killing Exporting US Natural Gas to Europe As Prices Soar}, Markets Insider, Aug 13, 2022, \url{https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/commodities/usnatural-gas-exports-europe-surge-energy-crisis-trader-profits-2022-8}.} DOE’s public interest test should attempt to regulate the prices charged by these portfolio players to eliminate their profiteering or disallow such price gouging as a condition of assessing the public interest.

environmental, and public health concerns, natural gas should not be one of them.\textsuperscript{114} DOE must account for this potential growth in domestic demand before approving any new LNG exports.

To summarize, the increased export of LNG runs counter to the public interest by ignoring domestic needs and increasing domestic gas prices. New LNG export authorizations will not serve to meet Europe’s current energy demand but will instead increase energy prices for U.S. consumers, threaten local economies, worsen the climate crisis, and make it increasingly more difficult to limit warming to 1.5°C.

7. Global Energy Transition: LNG Exports obstruct the urgent need to transition to renewable energy.

For the U.S. to establish itself as a true climate leader it should focus on supporting a just energy transition to clean, renewable energy which meets the nations’ long-term energy security needs and decarbonization goals. Recent research shows fossil gas exports may compete with renewable energy rather than replacing fossil fuel production and coal in other countries.\textsuperscript{115} Further, as echoed at the COP28 negotiations, Global South countries have repeatedly expressed their support for a global transition off fossil fuels and for climate finance from historically responsible countries—such as the United States—to help fund that transition. As we move towards a renewable energy future, DOE must consider this impending shift when determining the public interest and be wary of false solutions, like certified gas and carbon capture and storage (”CCS”), that perpetuate the continued use of fossil fuels.

A. Certified Gas Is Not “Clean” Energy

We urge DOE not to favorably consider so-called “certified gas” when determining whether the authorization of non-FTA LNG exports is in the public interest. If DOE’s public interest test appropriately considers GHG emissions, environmental justice, public health impacts and other issues described herein, there is a strong likelihood that gas companies scrambling to squeeze the last bit of profit from consumers will push for the exception or favorable review of certified gas.

Certified gas is “the process where the certifying entity monitors a gas production site and measures the emissions over time to determine the level of emissions associated with the gas produced.”\textsuperscript{116} Operators claim to work with the third-party certifier to identify emissions sources and reduce or eliminate them.\textsuperscript{117} Then, once production sites have operated for a specified number of time with emissions supposedly below a certain level, the gas from that site is “certified.”\textsuperscript{118} There are several problems with this process. To name a few, first, third-party

\begin{itemize}
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  \item \textsuperscript{117} Earthworks recorded 22 pollution events at monitored sites that third party certifiers’, like Project Canary, continuous emission monitors failed to identify or record. \textit{Id.} at 17.
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certifiers allow their clients to choose which part of the operations are inspected, potentially avoiding sites known to have higher emissions. Second, because certifiers are hired by the producer, there is a financial incentive to provide these certifications to operators; their business model depends on it. Reviews that reflect high emissions at the production site provide no incentive for other producers to hire them. Third, there are no federal standards for gas certification so there is no way to rectify these pitfalls through government oversight.

Through this flawed certification process, operators are charging higher prices to consumers for the “cleaner” or “responsibly sourced” gas while improving their reputation through claims of being better for people and the environment. Certification of gas through a third-party incentivized to provide the certifications harms consumers and continues the gas companies’ history of misinformation and green washing. Thus, we urge DOE not to allow the use of certified gas to mitigate natural gas’ climate impact in its analysis of the public interest.

B. Carbon Capture and Storage Does Not Mitigate Air Quality Impacts

CCS is a dangerous delay tactic championed by the fossil fuel industry and other polluters to continue business as usual while taking resources away from the needed transition to clean, cheaper renewable energy. CCS is the process of capturing carbon dioxide produced from industrial processes, transporting it, and then storing it underground. While touted as a tool that will improve air quality, increase health equity and combat the climate crisis, CCS actually has the potential to increase emissions and prolong our dependence on fossil fuels like LNG. CCS depends on the production of greenhouse gases from the attached fossil fuel facility and is frequently used to extract even more fossil fuels through a process called enhanced oil recovery (“EOR”). Contrary to efforts to phase out fossil fuel production, CCS seeks to reduce emissions while continuing the use of fossil fuels (e.g., through emissions control or carbon capture technology) and because of this it “will not have the same health benefits as policies that reduce the use of fossil fuels, and may have adverse health and health equity impacts.”

Furthermore, for CCS carbon sequestration to be considered permanent it must not leak into the atmosphere—but there is no safe, permanent, and verifiable way to store CO2. Even minor leakage could reduce the benefit of CCS by up to 35%. There are also limited storage
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sites in both number and geography.\textsuperscript{127} Thus, it is inevitable that old or abandoned oil and gas wells that are often improperly sealed, if at all, are utilized instead, which can worsen the possible resulting harms. Wells have weaknesses and gaps, and fracking causes long-term subterranean instability and seismic activity which can dislodge even the most carefully stored CO\textsubscript{2}.\textsuperscript{128} Even worse, there is no required long-term oversight of storage sites, and CO\textsubscript{2} leaks are extremely difficult to detect.

After billions of dollars of investment and decades of development, deployment of CCS has consistently proven to be ineffective.\textsuperscript{129} For example, Venture Global claims that it will capture 500,000 tons of carbon dioxide per year at Calcasieu Pass 2,\textsuperscript{130} but that amounts to less than 1\% of the project’s lifecycle emissions if successful. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (“IPCC”) modeled pathway with the best chance of keeping warming below 1.5°C makes no use of fossil fuels with CCS or bioenergy with CCS, and employs limited to zero use of engineered carbon removal technologies.\textsuperscript{131} Instead, the success of achieving that pathway requires a rapid phaseout of fossil fuels along with only limited CO\textsubscript{2} removal by natural carbon sequestration methods, such as reforestation and enhanced soil remediation.\textsuperscript{132} The promotion and use of CCS technology, which has already been proven ineffective, is a clear case of greenwashing. Thus, like certified gas, we urge DOE not to allow the use of CCS to mitigate natural gas’ climate impact in its analysis of the public interest.

8. Community Input and Meaningful Public Engagement

In addition to adequate consideration of the above-named issues in public interest determinations and the associated studies, DOE must involve (1) the public at every stage of the process from initial application to approval or denial, (2) promulgate an easier process for intervention, (3) develop a more effective notice and outreach process, and (4) seek community input on how to make the process easier for frontline and affected communities to engage, including potentially offering intervenor funding, funds for experts, greater disclosure of materials on safety and community preparedness, and other assistance.

When an application is submitted, DOE must publish the application materials for comment and conduct public meetings within the potential affected community to solicit comments on existing exports and the potential for increase. Additionally, upon receiving an application, the U.S. must honor the government-to-government relationship with local tribes (federally recognized or otherwise) and ask for the Free, Prior, and Informed Consent of all tribes that would be impacted by the proposed exports.

Meaningful public engagement includes community meetings on multiple days at varying times in consideration of individuals’ working hours to allow those most impacted the
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\textsuperscript{131} IPCC, \textit{Global Warming of 1.5°C}, supra note 32 at Section C.1.1., Figure SPM 3b (Pathway 1), \url{https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/}. See also IPCC, \textit{Global Warming of 1.5°C}, supra note 32 at Ch. 2.3.3 and Table 2.SM.12.
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opportunity to voice their concerns and weigh in on the process. No individual should be required to choose between a day of paid work and their health and safety. After community comments are accepted and careful review of the above-mentioned factors, the agency must publish their findings for public comment. True public engagement requires lengthy public comment periods with translation and interpretation for any language spoken by over 5% of the local community, mail-in processes for communities lacking internet access, and no ID requirements for participation. Comments submitted by community members should not only be included in the public record but fully and fairly considered and cited when making decisions. These comments should prompt additional review when necessary and information sharing when appropriate.

Furthermore, DOE should regularly schedule meetings in communities burdened by LNG exports and its associated infrastructure to better understand their concerns and inform their public interest determination process. DOE should also create an Advisory Board or Task Force of frontline community members and empower that body to work in collaboration with DOE to incorporate frontline experiences and knowledge into the public interest determination process. Advisory Board members should also be required, the same as DOE officials, to regularly visit communities impacted by their influence. Advisory Board members should interview a representative sample of the local community one on one, as well as active community groups in the area, as part of each public interest determination. Outreach to community groups should include outreach to local religious organizations, environmental and environmental justice organizations, unions, community health clinics, homeowner’s associations, senior-citizens groups, student groups, and businesses. These meetings, comments, and discussions with frontline communities should have “real world” implications. To ensure these impacts, we request that DOE publish biennial reports of their findings and how they influence the review of non-FTA export licenses.

CONCLUSION

In sum, the continued approval of LNG exports will cause additional climate, economic, environmental justice, national security, and public health harms that society cannot afford. The scientific evidence is overwhelmingly clear that many facets of the public interest will be harmed by the approval of fossil fuel infrastructure projects and the years of greenhouse pollution they will produce. For these reasons, the careful weighing of the public interest is critical. In many, if not most cases, the catastrophic impacts of LNG exports on our environmental, cultural, social, and economic systems overwhelmingly will outweigh any purported benefits they might confer. DOE’s public interest determinations should reflect this scientific, social, and economic reality.